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312 E Hitt St, 61054, Mount Morris, US, United States

+18157340333

A comprehensive menu of Home Town Diner from Mount Morris covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be
found here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What Jeremy Nesemeier likes about Home Town Diner:
First time eating here. Looking forward to coming back. Classic small town diner. My kid got a chocolate chip
short stack that he almost finished. Pancakes were just a little crispy on the edges. Perfectly done. Good stuff
there. I saw more than a few things on the menu I'd like to check out next! Edit: Breakfast burrito was a beast!
Loved it. Get the gravy!Breakfast Buffet is LIVE and looks pretty awesome! read more. What User doesn't like

about Home Town Diner:
to breakfast. they were made of ingredients...decided French toast instead of potato-American pommes. there
was no taste as found in a French toast battery.no cinimon, muskatnuss, milk, vanilla or sugar or salt. simply a
dipped bread...yuk! kartoffeln were on places raw. it was disappointing to say the least. my son got pancakes.

they were well arranged. his kartoffel was also raw/underboiled. service was good. read more. Feeling as if
you're in an American Hollywood movie once, and to consume the experience; that's always possible in this

lovingly decorated diner, Inthemorning a versatile brunch is offered here. Also, they provide you fine seafood
dishes, and you can look forward to typical delicious French cuisine.
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Süß� Dessert�
CREPES

Burger�
CHEESE BURGER

Sid� dishe�
BAKED BEANS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Sauce�, Chutney� & �tra�
GRAVY

Cookie�
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Breakfas� Comb�
BREAKFAST BURRITO

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
CHEESE BURGER

BURRITO

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

MEAT

CHOCOLATE

PORK MEAT

BEANS

CHICKEN
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